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01. CATERING SERVICES
AGents has selected the most creative and highest quality catering

Suggesting the most appropriate supplier and coordinating a spotless
provision of services in accordance with your specific requirements is
what we offer you.

Lunch - Gala diner - Business meals - Buffets

We are able to offer most of the world’s various types of cuisine in a

French cuisine - Italian - Spanish - Japanese - Lebanese (...)
Gourmet pastries

Of course, we are also attentive to prevailing’ expectations & restrictions:
Gluten free - Vegan - Bio - Halal / Kosher
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traditional home-cooking or gastronomical form:
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Let us know what is expected or let us guide you with our ideas…
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boutiques & companies, for you and your guests’ comfort.

02. COCKTAILS
Everyone loves hosting or attending memorable cocktail parties… We, at AGents, love to plan and help

Let us guide you through our current offers so you can see
what might appeal to you and your guests:
Stunning food & spectacular drinks

- Canapés (salted & sweet)

- Sushis & makis
- Verrines

- Classic & original cocktail recipes
- Fine wines, Champagnes & Spirits
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- Planchas / assorted cheese & deli
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- Skewers
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them happen.

03. TABLESCAPING, DÉCOR, CUSTOMISATION
Obviously, sumptuous food would not look the same

Our dedicated department has the experience,
suppliers and taste to set up the right décor…
-Variety of dishware styles

-Dynamic lights, atmosphere / effects

We are also proud to offer customised solutions to

-Personalised macaroons & items
-Event cakes
-Original recipes with your favorite ingredients
-Live cooking
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make sure your reception is unique:
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-Creative flower arrangements
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without proper décor & staging.

04. STAFF & COORDINATION
personnel to guarantee that the presentation and
service match your expectations.

-Bartenders (including flair bartenders)

-Maître d’hôtel & Sommeliers
-Chefs

assist you all the way from
the first briefing until the
completion of your
unforgettable event.
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Our project coordinators will
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-Waiters
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Of course, we are also able to provide skilled

05. PROVISIONING
for large receptions?

Let us suggest and provide you with
our extensive listing of products,

Our partner “Just Provisions” can react
in no time and supply everything you

packaging and cold chain matches
the highest standards.

our partner:
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need, making sure the production,
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dedicated to yacht supplying.
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Your chef loves to arrange and cook everything on board, even
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www.a-gents.eu
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